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This questionnaire allows you to reflect on your physical and emotional working environment and
suggest potential improvements. 
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1.1 Is there anything outside the school building that could be improved. For example, are there
enough parking spaces/bicycle shelters? Are parking areas well lit? Do you feel that your
car/bicycle is safe where it is kept at school? 

1.2 Does the staffroom meet your needs? Is it clean? Do you have a secure place to keep valuables
and personal belongings such as your coat? Could the staffroom be improved? How? 

1.3 Could the toilets be improved? How?

1.4 Could the kitchen facilities be improved? How?

1.5 Have you noticed any problem areas in need of improvement in the corridors and staircases
that you use during the school day? For example, dark corners, torn carpet, dingy lighting and so on. 

1.6 Are you happy with your teaching space? What would improve it for you? Think about the
windows, sun blinds, ventilation, lighting, heating, attractiveness, electricity sockets,
carpet/flooring, furniture, equipment and your work space within the room.

1.7 Prioritise two main sources of negative stress* in your physical working environment that you
believe need attention.

1.8 How might these two sources of negative stress be tackled?

* By negative stress, we mean any stress that goes beyond its useful motivating function, causing
adverse physical and emotional symptoms. 
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2.1 Do you feel emotionally supported by colleagues (including your managers) at work? Give
examples if possible.

2.2 Have you ever felt isolated at work?

2.3 Do you have the opportunity to express your views to colleagues, at meetings, to line
managers, and so on?

2.4 Do you leave work de-stressed or distressed? Do you have the opportunity to divest yourself
of anxieties before leaving at the end of the day?

2.5 Are your working relationships positive and constructive? Have you ever experienced or
witnessed workplace bullying?

2.6 Prioritise two main sources of negative stress in your emotional working environment that you
believe need attention.

2.7 How might these two sources of negative stress be tackled?

Please note any other observations on your working environment below:
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